
What is the relation between the features of a face and
their configuration in face recognition? As shown in Fig-
ure 1, our recognition of a well-known face is disrupted
when the spatial distances between the features are slightly
altered. Since Galton’s time, researchers in face recogni-
tion have suggested that the spatial relations of the facial
features might be as important to recognition as the fea-
tures themselves. What is less clear is how information
about features of a face and their configuration are en-
coded in the underlying representation. According to the
holistic hypothesis of face recognition, information about
the features of a face and their configuration interact such
that changes in one source of information (e.g., config-
uration) should disrupt the processing of the other source
of information (e.g., features). In this paper, we will begin
by providing an operational definition of holistic process-
ing. Next, we will describe previous research that exam-
ined the effects of configural information on face percep-
tion and recognition. We will then report four experiments
that examined the holistic theory by testing the effects of
configural change on the recognition of features.

Holistic Face Recognition
It is generally agreed that faces are recognized not on

the basis of their individual features1 but in terms of the

whole that emerges from the features. While this claim is
not controversial, operational definitions of holistic and
featural processing have been lacking. Tanaka and Farah
(1993) defined the concept of holistic recognition in the
following task: In a learning phase, subjects memorized
a set of normal faces and a set contrast stimuli of scram-
bled faces, inverted faces, or houses. After learning, in a
two-choice test of recognition, subjects identified the face
parts (eyes, nose, and mouth) and the house parts (small
window, large window, and door) presented in isolation
and in the whole object. For whole-object test items, the
targets and foils were constructed such that they differed
only with respect to the critical feature under test. For ex-
ample, if the nose feature was being tested, the other fea-
tures of the target and foil faces (i.e., face outline, hair,
eyes, and mouth features) were identical. Therefore, the
difference in subjects’ performance between isolated-part
and the whole-object test conditions should reflect the ex-
tent to which the object is represented as a whole. The cen-
tral finding was that, for normal faces, subjects recognized
parts better in the whole face than in isolation. In contrast,
subjects were no better at recognizing parts of scrambled
faces, parts of inverted faces, and parts of houses when
shown in the whole-object condition than when shown in
isolation. Thus, whereas recognition of a part from a nor-
mal face was facilitated by presence of the whole face,
recognition of parts from the contrast stimuli was not fa-
cilitated by whole-object information. From these data,
Tanaka and Farah (1993) suggested that faces are repre-
sented holistically.

Configural Information in Face Recognition
What role does configuration (i.e., the spatial distances

between features) play in face and object recognition?
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Tanaka and Farah (1993) have proposed a holistic approach to face recognition in which information
about the features of a face and their configuration are combined together in the face representation.
An implication of the holistic hypothesis is that alterations in facial configuration should interfere with
retrieval of features. In four experiments, the effect of configuration on feature recognition was inves-
tigated by creating two configurations of a face, one with eyes close together and one with eyes far
apart. After subjects studied faces presented in one of the two configurations (eyes-close or eyes-far),
they were tested for their recognition of features shown in isolation, in a new face configuration, and
in the old face configuration. It was found that subjects recognized features best when presented in the
old configuration, next best in the new configuration, and poorest in isolation. Moreover, subjects were
not sensitive to configural information in inverted faces (Experiment 2) or nonface stimuli (i.e., houses;
Experiments 3 and 4). Importantly, for normal faces, altering the spatial location of the eyes not only
impaired subjects’ recognition of the eye features but also impaired their recognition of the nose and
mouth features—features whose spatial locations were not directly altered. These findings emphasize
the interdependency of featural and configural information in a holistic face representation.
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Diamond and Carey (1986) proposed that object config-
urations can be classified along a continuum according
to their first-order and second-order relational properties.
First-order relational properties refer to the categorical
relations of object features. For example, a first-order de-
scription of a face would include such statements as “The
eyes are above the nose” and “The mouth is below the
nose.” In contrast, second-order relational properties spec-
ify the distances that describe first-order relational prop-
erties in either relative or absolute terms. For example, a
second-order relational description might describe the
distance that the mouth is below the nose as “wide” or as
“22 mm.” It has been speculated that because all faces
share the same first-order relational properties—that is,
everybody’s eyes are above their noses and mouths below
their noses—recognition of individual faces depends on
the encoding of second-order relational properties.

Consistent with this claim, a number of studies have
shown the importance of second-order relational informa-
tion in face processing. For example, in a multidimen-
sional scaling study, Rhodes (1988) found that the de-
gree to which two faces were perceived to be similar was
dependent on the similarity of the individual facial fea-
tures and the spatial relations of the features. Hosie, Ellis,
and Haig (1988) found that changing the spacing of in-

ternal facial features (e.g., eyes, nose, and mouth) dis-
rupted recognition more than did altering the external
features (e.g., hairline). In a related study, Haig (1984)
demonstrated the extent to which face recognition pro-
cesses are sensitive to configural information. After briefly
showing subjects an unfamiliar face, Haig reported that
they were able to detect very slight spatial changes be-
tween the eyes, nose, and mouth features—in some in-
stances, approximating one minute visual angle, close to
the limits of visual acuity (Haig, 1984). Bruce, Doyle,
Dench, and Burton (1991) compared configural effects
in face and house recognition. They presented subjects
with sets of computer-generated faces with identical fea-
tures but with slightly different spatial configurations. In
an incidental memory task, they found that subjects ab-
stracted the prototypical configuration for each set, and
that this tendency to identify the prototype as most fa-
miliar was greater for faces than for houses. Collectively,
these studies demonstrate that, in tasks involving the per-
ception and recognition of faces, humans are highly sen-
sitive to the configural information contained in the face
stimulus.

While the above studies addressed the role of config-
ural information in face processing, relatively few stud-
ies have investigated the interaction between configural

Figure 1. On the left is an unmodified photograph of Bill Clinton; on the right is a modified version of the same photograph in which
the spatial positions of the eyes have been altered.
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and part information in face processing. An exception
was Sergent’s (1984) perceptual matching experiment in
which subjects judged two simultaneously presented faces
as same or different. The different faces varied with respect
to their features, the spatial relations of their features, or
both the features and spatial relations. She reasoned that,
for different judgments, the combined condition should
be no faster than either the featural or the spatial rela-
tions condition if subjects were using only one source of
information. Instead, Sergent found that subjects were
faster to respond “different” when the faces varied in fea-
tural (e.g., chin contour ) and configural (e.g., distance be-
tween mouth and nose features) information than when
they differed in featural information or configural informa-
tion alone. Because this effect was found for upright faces,
but not for inverted faces, Sergent argued that, in normal
face perception, the sources of featural and configural in-
formation are combined into a single representation.

Although the above studies stress the importance of con-
figural information in face processing, they do not bear
directly on the question of part and configural informa-
tion in face recognition for several reasons. First, the mul-
tidimensional scaling studies (Hosie et al., 1988; Rhodes,
1988) and matching study (Sergent, 1984) involved judg-
ments of direct perception, not of recognition. It is possi-
ble that subjects use different strategies for a perceptual
discrimination task, in which the face stimuli are physi-
cally present than for a recognition task in which a face
stimulus is matched to a representation in memory. Sec-
ond, with the exception of the Bruce et al. (1991) study,
the results obtained with faces in these paradigms were
not compared with results obtained with stimuli other
than faces. This is important if we wish to assess the ex-
tent to which the holistic or featural representation is spe-
cial to faces. Finally, none of the cited studies manipu-
lated spatial information and examined its effect on feature
identification. In this regard, the holistic account makes
a straightforward prediction: If subjects encode featural
and configural information together in a unitary face
representation, changes in a configural information should
impair recognition of its features.2

This prediction of the holistic hypothesis can be directly
tested in the parts and wholes paradigm. After subjects
learn a series of faces, their memory for the parts can be
assessed under conditions where there is no configural
information (i.e., in isolation), new configural informa-
tion, and old configural information. The holistic hypoth-
esis predicts that subjects should be more impaired at
recognizing facial features when presented in a new con-
figuration than when presented in an old configuration.
Moreover, given the interdependency of parts and their
configuration in a holistic representation, altering the
spatial relation of one part should affect the recognition
of all parts in the configuration.

EXPERIMENT 1

Previous results have shown that holistic encoding was
eliminated when the features of a face were completely

scrambled (Tanaka & Farah, 1993, Experiment 1). How-
ever, it could be argued that scrambling a face violates its
first-order relational properties, which, in turn, disrupts
holistic encoding. Therefore, it is possible that if first-order
relational properties were preserved, subjects might dem-
onstrate holistic processing. In Experiment 1, subjects
studied faces in which the eyes were spaced either close
together or wide apart. After the study phase, subjects
identified parts of the stimulus faces presented in isolation,
in a new face configuration, and in the old face config-
uration. As shown in Figure 2, the only difference between
the new face and old face configuration conditions was
the eye spacing. Moreover, note that the target and foil
faces in the new and old face conditions differed by only
the part being tested. For example, in Figure 2, the target
and foil faces varied only with respect to the critical nose
feature; the other eye and mouth features were the same
in the target and foil faces.

According to the holistic theory, subjects should recog-
nize face features better in the old configuration condi-
tion, where second-order relational information is pre-
served, than in the new configuration condition, where
second-order relational information is changed. The holis-

Figure 2. Example of study face with close-together eye spac-
ing. In this example, memory for nose feature is tested when
shown in isolation, in a new configuration (i.e., far-apart eye spac-
ing), and in the old configuration (i.e., close-together eye spacing).
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tic hypothesis further predicts that changes in configu-
ration should also disrupt subjects’ memory for the other
features (e.g., nose and mouth)—features whose spatial
locations were not directly manipulated.

Alternatively, it is possible that people encode only the
first-order relational properties about a face and are not
sensitive to its second-order relational properties. Ac-
cording to a first-order relational hypothesis, subjects
should recognize the face parts as well in the new config-
uration condition as in the old configuration condition
and better in the new and old configuration conditions
than in the isolated condition. In Experiment 1, the pre-
dictions of the first-order relational hypothesis were
tested against the predictions of the holistic hypothesis.

Method
Subjects. Twenty-four students from Oberlin College partici-

pated in the experiment. The subjects were tested individually and
received course credit for their participation.

Materials. Six male target faces were generated on a Macintosh
computer using the Mac-a-Mug software program. The six target
faces were composed of a set of eyes, nose, and mouth exemplars
placed in a common face outline. Each exemplar appeared only
once in the target face. Two versions of each target and foil face
were generated: one version where the distance separating the eyes
was 4 pixels (close-together eye spacing) and one version where the
distance separating the eyes was 14 pixels (far-apart eye spacing).
To create face foils, the six target faces were paired, and the foil ex-
emplars for a target face were taken from its paired counterpart. For
example, if the faces of Joe and Bob were paired together, when
memory for Joe’s nose was tested, Bob’s nose served as the foil fea-
ture, and visa versa. Thus, each feature exemplar appeared an equal
number of times as a target and foil. Importantly, the foil face dif-
fered from the target face only with respect to the critical feature
being tested; all other facial features, such as the face outline and
the untested features, were held constant. Face images subtended a
visual angle of approximately 6º in the horizontal direction and 7º
in the vertical direction.

Procedure. The subjects were shown a series of six male faces
paired with male names. Their task was to learn the name–face pair-
ings. A single learning trial consisted of a name presented on a
computer screen for 2 sec followed by a face. The face remained on
the screen until the subject pressed the space bar, at which time the
next name–face learning trial was presented following a 1-sec inter-
trial interval. A study block consisted of the six faces, and presen-
tation of the faces was randomized within a study block. For three
of the six faces in the study block, the eye spacing was close together;
for the other three faces, the eye spacing was far apart. Assignment
of the close-together and far-apart eye spacing to the study faces
was counterbalanced across subjects. There were five study blocks
in the experiment for a total of 30 learning trials.

Immediately following the study phase, memory for the faces was
assessed in a forced-choice recognition test. The subjects saw a
prompt describing the face part of one of the target faces (e.g.,
Bob’s nose) on the computer screen for 2 sec followed by two pic-
tures positioned on the left and right side of the screen. If the pic-
ture on the left matched the part in question, the subjects indicated
their response by pressing the key on the keyboard labeled “Left.”
If the picture on the right matched the part description, the subjects
pressed the key labeled “Right.”

The subjects’ memories for a face feature (i.e., eyes, nose, or
mouth) was tested when shown in isolation, in a new configuration,
and in an old configuration. In the isolated-part condition, the tar-
get and foil features were presented without the surrounding face
context. In the new-configuration condition, target and foil features

were presented in whole faces whose eye spacings were different
from the study face. For example, if a feature was studied in a face
with eyes close together, then the target and foil features were pre-
sented in a face with eyes far apart. In the old-configuration condi-
tion, the target and foil features were presented in faces whose eye
spacing was the same as that of the study face. In the isolated-part,
new-configuration, and old-configuration test conditions, the target
and foil items varied only by the critical feature being tested; all
other feature information was held constant. The subjects’ recog-
nition for the eyes, nose, and mouth parts from each of the six study
faces was tested in isolation, in the new configuration, and in the old
configuration. Thus, there were a total of 48 test trials in Experi-
ment 1. Trials were randomly presented to the subject.

Results and Discussion
As shown in Table 1, the subjects correctly identified

parts shown in isolation on 65% of the trials. When the
same parts were tested in a new face configuration where
first-order relational information was preserved, perfor-
mance increased to 72%. When part memory was tested
in the old face configuration where second-order (and by
default, first-order) information was preserved, recog-
nition increased to 77%. The difference in recognition
across the three test configurations was confirmed by a
nonparametric Friedman test [χ2(2) � 18.812, p < .001],
with a within-subjects confidence interval (CI; Loftus &
Masson, 1994) of ±3%. Comparisons between the three
conditions revealed that they were reliably different from
each other ( p < .05). Consistent with the holistic hypoth-
esis, part recognition was shown to be better in the old-
configuration condition, than in the new-configuration
condition, suggesting that people encode facial config-
uration according to its second-order relational properties.

A second prediction of the holistic hypothesis was that
configural changes of one feature should also disrupt sub-
jects’ memory for the other features. Comparing recogni-
tion of the spatially unaltered nose and mouth features in
the two configural conditions showed that the subjects’
recognition was marginally worse when tested in the new
configuration than in the old configuration [Wilcoxon test,
T (17) � 39.00, p < .08]. Thus, altering the spatial loca-
tion of the eye feature also adversely affected the recog-
nition of the spatially unaltered nose and mouth features.

In summary, when second-order relational properties
of a face were changed, the subjects were impaired in their
recognition of the features. Thus, evidence for the inter-
dependency of part and configural information, as pre-
dicted by the holistic hypothesis, was found in Experi-
ment 1. In Experiment 2, we further explored the relation
between featural and configural information in face rec-

Table 1
Percent Correct Recognition for Eyes, Nose,
and Mouth Features Shown in Isolation, in a

New Configuration, and in the Old Configuration

Features

Eyes Nose Mouth M

Isolated parts 61 63 70 65
New configuration 73 70 74 72
Old configuration 79 72 81 77
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ognition by comparing recognition of features from nor-
mal faces with recognition of features from a set of in-
verted faces.

EXPERIMENT 2

A number of studies have shown that people have more
diff iculty recognizing upside-down faces than other
types of inverted objects, such as houses, stick figures,
costumes, and dog faces (Yin, 1969). The face-inversion
effect has been shown for well-known faces and less fa-
miliar faces (Scapinello & Yarmey, 1970; Yarmey, 1971),
photographic faces (Carey & Diamond, 1977; Diamond
& Carey, 1986), and simple line-drawn faces (Yin, 1969).
The face-inversion effect has also been demonstrated in
different experimental paradigms, including forced-
choice recognition (Yin, 1969) and “old” versus “new”
judgments (Valentine & Bruce, 1986).

Although the face-inversion effect is a robust experi-
mental phenomenon, less is known about the changes in
face processing brought about by inverting a face. It has
been speculated that inversion disrupts holistic processes
that are used for upright faces (Farah, Drain, & Tanaka,
1995; Tanaka & Farah, 1993; Young, Hellawell, & Hay,
1987). In a study by Young et al. (1987), subjects were
asked to identify the top half of photographs depicting fa-
mous people. Half of the stimuli were composite faces
where the top and bottom halves of the photographs were
precisely aligned so as to give the impression of forming
a new face. For other faces, the top and bottom were off-
set so the two halves appeared not to form a composite
face . When subjects identified the famous person in just
the top half of the photograph, their response times were
reliably slower for composite faces than for the noncom-
posite faces. However, when the composite and noncom-
posite faces were inverted, no difference in response times
was found. According to Young et al., in the upright con-
dition, subjects perceived the faces as all of one piece,
and this holistic perception interfered with the identifi-
cation of the top half of the face. Because inversion pre-
sumably disrupts holistic perception, no difference in per-
formance was found when the composite faces were turned
upside down.

Tanaka and Farah (1993, Experiment 2) directly tested
the holistic explanation of the inversion effect using the
previously described parts/whole paradigm. In the study
phase of the experiment, subjects learned face–name as-
sociations to a series of upright or inverted faces. Mem-
ory for the faces was tested by displaying the face parts
in the same orientation as the study face presented in iso-
lation or in the context of the whole face. A reliable in-
teraction was found such that subjects recognized parts
contained in upright faces better in the whole-face test
condition than in isolation. In contrast, for faces learned
in the inverted orientation, recognition performance was
the same in the whole-face and isolated-part test condi-
tions. These results, together with the Young et al. (1987)

findings, suggest that upright faces are processed holis-
tically, whereas inverted faces are processed featurally.

What are the effects of inversion on the processing of
configural information in a face? When shown upright
faces, subjects seem to be sensitive to configural changes
in the features of a face. For example, subjects accurately
report changes in the internal spacing of the eyes in up-
right faces. However, when the same faces are inverted,
sensitivity to changes in configural structure are reliably
impaired (Rhodes, Brake, & Atkinson, 1993). Similarly,
faces made grotesque by exaggerating the spatial dis-
tances of the eye and mouth features are judged to be less
grotesque when shown in their inverted orientation relative
to the upright orientation (Bartlett & Searcy, 1993). These
studies suggest that the finely tuned perceptual mecha-
nism that allows humans to encode second-order relational
properties in an upright face are disabled when the face
is turned upside down (but see Tanaka & Farah, 1991).

The behavioral evidence suggests that inversion dis-
rupts (1) the holistic representation of faces (Farah et al.,
1995; Tanaka & Farah, 1993; Young et al., 1987 ) and
(2) the encoding of configural information in faces (Bart-
lett & Searcy, 1993; Rhodes et al., 1993). However, to
date, no studies have examined the effects of inversion
on the holistic encoding of configural information. The
goal of Experiment 2 was to test the effects of inversion
on the holistic encoding of configural information. After
subjects studied a series of upright or inverted faces, we
tested their memory for faces in which the configuration
was different from or the same as the study face. For the
upright test faces, we expected to replicate the results of
Experiment 1 in which recognition of the feature was best
when shown in an old configuration, intermediate in a
new configuration, and poorest in isolation. If inversion
disrupts holistic encoding of configural information, we
expected recognition of the feature to be unaffected by
its configural context.

Method
Subjects. Twenty-four students from Oberlin College partici-

pated in the experiment. The subjects were tested individually and
received course credit for their participation.

Materials. In addition to the set of six faces used in Experi-
ment 1, a new set of six faces was generated. The six study faces
were composed of feature exemplars not included in any of the pre-
vious faces. Two versions of each study face were created with eyes
far apart or close together. Following the method described in Ex-
periment 1, target faces were paired, and foil exemplars were drawn
from the target face pair.

Procedure. A procedure similar to the one used in Experiment 1
was employed in Experiment 2. The subjects were instructed that
their task was to learn a series of name–face associations. Similar
to Experiment 1, a single learning trial consisted of a name shown
on a computer screen, followed by a face. Learning was self-paced,
and the six study faces were shown five times. After the learning
phase, memory for the parts was tested by showing the target part
and the foil in isolation, in a new configuration, and in the old con-
figuration. After recognition of one face set was tested, the proce-
dure was repeated in the untested orientation with the other set of
faces. The subjects’ recognition for the three features (eyes, nose,
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and mouth) tested in isolation, in the new configuration, and in
the old configuration in the upright or inverted orientation yielded
a total of 96 experimental trials. Trials were randomly presented 
to the subject. Assignment of the face sets to the upright and in-
verted orientation was counterbalanced across subjects. For half of
the subjects, the upright faces were studied and tested first; for half
of the subjects, the inverted faces were studied and tested first.

Results and Discussion
As shown in Table 2, in the upright condition, the sub-

jects correctly identified parts presented in isolation, in
the new configuration, and in the old configuration on
72%, 80%, and 87% of the trials, respectively. Hence,
consistent with the results of Experiment 1, the subjects
correctly identified a part best when shown in the old con-
figuration, next best when shown in a new configuration,
and poorest when shown in isolation.

A nonparametric Friedman test confirmed the differ-
ence in recognition between the isolated-part, new-
configuration, and old-configuration test conditions for
the upright faces [χ2(2) � 14.771, p < .001; CI � ±4%].
The three conditions were reliably different from each
other by Wilcoxon tests ( p < .05). As shown in Table 2,
the subjects improved in their ability to recognize the nose
and mouth features in the old-configuration test condition
relative to in the new-configuration condition. Direct
comparisons revealed that the subjects recognized the
spatially unaltered features (nose and mouth) better in
the old configuration than in the new configuration [Wil-
coxon T(12) � 3.5, p < .001]. Thus, altering the spatial re-
lation of one feature (i.e., the eyes) not only impaired its
recognition but also impaired the recognition of other
features (i.e., nose and mouth) whose absolute spatial lo-
cations were not changed.

In contrast to the configural effects found for upright
faces, the subjects seemed not to be sensitive to the con-
figural information contained in upside-down faces. The
subjects identified parts presented in isolation, in the new
configuration, and in the old configuration on 69%, 64%,
and 69% of the trials, respectively. Hence, the subjects
showed no evidence that they encoded configural informa-
tion from inverted faces [χ2(2) � 4.738, p > .10; CI �
±4%]. In summary, the results from Experiment 2 dem-
onstrated that configural information influenced the rec-

ognition of facial features from upright faces but had no
effect on the recognition of features from inverted faces.

EXPERIMENT 3

The lack of configural effects for inverted faces found
in Experiment 2 suggests that upside-down faces are not
remembered holistically. However, these results might
reflect a difference in the configural encoding of upright
versus inverted objects rather than a difference between
face and nonface stimuli per se. That is, it is possible that
configural information of other upright stimulus objects
might also be encoded holistically. To examine this al-
ternative explanation, the holistic encoding of configural
information was tested for normally oriented, nonface
objects. Houses were selected as a suitable contrast stim-
ulus set to faces because, like faces, houses have identi-
fiable internal features (e.g., door and windows) arranged
in a typical configuration (e.g., windows are usually
found above the door).

In a previous study using the parts/whole memory par-
adigm, Tanaka and Farah (1993) found that identifica-
tion of house parts was the same whether they were pre-
sented in isolation or in the context of the whole house.
The absence of a parts/whole difference for houses sug-
gests that they are not represented holistically to the same
extent as faces. According to the holistic theory, changes
in configural information should prove to be less dis-
rupting to the identification of house parts than the iden-
tification of face parts. To test this prediction, two ver-
sions of each house stimulus were constructed (see
Figure 3): one version in which the small windows were
relatively close together and another version in which
they were relatively far apart. After studying a house in
either its close-together or far-apart configuration, sub-
jects identified house parts presented in isolation, in a
new configuration, and in the old configuration. If sub-
jects encode configural information holistically, their rec-
ognition of the parts should be better in the old configu-
ration than in the new configuration. On the other hand, if
configural information in houses is not represented holis-
tically, there should be no difference between the recog-
nition in the new-configuration and old-configuration
test conditions.

Method
Subjects. Twenty-four students from Oberlin College partici-

pated in the experiment. The subjects were tested individually and
received course credit for their participation.

Materials. The house stimuli differed according to their door,
large-window, and small-window features. Six exemplars for each
door, large-window, and small-window feature were generated
using the MacPaint graphics program. Following the same method
employed for the face stimuli, the six house stimuli were created by
selecting one of the six feature exemplars and placing it into a house
outline. Each door, large-window, and small-window exemplar was
used only once as a target. As shown in Figure 3, two versions of each
target stimulus were generated: one version where the spatial sepa-
ration between the small windows was small (70 pixels) and another
version where the spatial separation between the small windows

Table 2
Percent Correct Recognition for Eyes, Nose, and Mouth

Features in Upright and Inverted Faces Shown in Isolation,
in a New Configuration, and in the Old Configuration

Features

Eyes Nose Mouth M

Upright Faces

Isolated parts 73 67 77 72
New configuration 78 80 81 80
Old configuration 87 84 91 87

Inverted Faces

Isolated parts 70 63 75 69
New configuration 67 67 59 64
Old configuration 72 67 67 69
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was large (135 pixels). Stimulus foils were created by pairing target
stimuli and replacing the target’s exemplar with the exemplar from
its paired counterpart. For example, if the Jones and Smith houses
were paired, the Smith door served as the foil exemplar for the Jones
door, and visa versa. Thus, each exemplar appeared an equal number
of times as a target and foil.

Procedure. Learning and test trials were blocked according to
stimuli type (houses and faces). At the beginning of the learning
phase, the subjects were told that they would see a series of faces
paired with male names or a series of houses paired with six com-
mon surnames (e.g., Jones and Smith). The subjects were informed
that their task was to learn the name–house (name–face) pairings.
No special instructions concerning the spatial configuration of the
stimuli were given. Once the subjects understood the task, the learn-
ing phase began. A single learning trial consisted of a name pre-
sented on a computer screen for 2 sec followed by a house (face)
stimulus. The stimulus remained on the screen until the subject
pressed the space bar. Following a 1-sec intertrial interval, the next
learning trial was presented. Three of the six to-be-learned stimuli
had a small spatial separation, and three had a large spatial separation.
Assignment of small and large separations to stimuli were counter-
balanced across subjects. Presentation of stimuli was randomized
within a learning block.

Immediately following the learning phase, memory for the face
and house parts was assessed in a forced-choice recognition test.
The subjects were presented with a label of a face part or house part

(e.g., Bob’s nose, the Jones’s door) for 2 sec followed by a target and
foil stimulus. In order to display both stimuli on the screen, the
house stimuli were vertically aligned with each house stimulus sub-
tending a visual angle of approximately 9º. Faces were horizontally
aligned. The top–bottom locations of the target houses and left–
right locations of the target faces were counterbalanced across test
trials. The subjects indicated their selection by pressing the corre-
sponding key marked “Top” or “Bottom” for houses and “Left” or
“Right” for faces.

Identification of the face and house parts was tested in three ex-
perimental conditions: in isolation, in a new configuration, and in
an old configuration. In the isolated-part condition, the target and
foil part were shown without the surrounding house (or face) con-
text. In the new-configuration condition, part identification was
tested in a whole stimulus whose spatial separation was different
from the studied stimulus. For example, if a subject studied a house
with a small separation between windows in the learning phase, the
separation of the target and foil houses would be large in the test
phase. In the old-configuration condition, the part was tested with
a whole stimulus whose spatial separation was identical to the sep-
aration found in the learning phase. The six exemplars, two stimu-
lus types (faces and houses), three test conditions (isolated part,
new configuration, and old configuration), and three features yielded
a total of 108 experimental trials. Isolated-part, new-configuration,
and old-configurations test trials were randomly presented. For half
of the subjects, the house stimuli were studied and tested first; for
half of the subjects, the face stimuli were studied and tested first.

Results and Discussion
Overall, the subjects correctly identified house parts

on 84% of the trials and correctly identified face parts on
78% of the trials. This difference approached a reliable
level [Wilcoxon T(23) � 1.931, p < .06]. As shown in
Table 3, the subjects were least accurate when identifying
face features shown in the isolated-part condition (70%
correct), intermediate in the new-configuration condi-
tion (75% correct), and best in the old-configuration
condition (81% correct). The difference across the three
configural conditions was confirmed by a Friedman test
[χ2(2) � 11.646, p < .001; CI � ±3%]. Direct compar-
isons between the old-configuration, new-configuration,
and isolated-part conditions by a Wilcoxon test revealed
that the conditions were significantly different from each
other ( p < .05). Moreover, recognition of the nose and
mouth features was reliably worse in the new-configuration
condition than in the old-configuration condition [Wil-
coxon T(18) � 2.286, p < .02]. Hence, changing the spa-
tial location of the eye features adversely affected the
recognition of nose and mouth features—features whose
absolute spatial locations were not changed.

Unlike face recognition, house recognition did not
vary across the three configural test conditions. The sub-
jects correctly identified house parts on 83% of the trials
when tested in the old configuration, on 84% of the trials
when tested in a new configuration, and on 84% when
tested in isolation. Thus, recognition of house parts was not
affected by the presence (or absence) of configural infor-
mation [Friedman test, χ2(2) � .029, p > .10; CI � ±3%].

The main result of Experiment 3 was that changes in
second-order relational properties affected the recognition
of face parts, but not the recognition of house parts. While
this finding indicates that faces are processed holistically,

Figure 3. Example of house stimuli used in Experiment 3 with
close-together window spacing. In this example, memory for the
door feature is tested when shown in isolation, in a new configu-
ration (i.e., far-apart window spacing,), and in the old configura-
tion (i.e., close-together window spacing).
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it does not necessarily imply that houses are processed
featurally. It is possible that, because the house features
used in Experiment 3 were perceptually more salient than
face features, the subjects adopted a featural encoding
strategy for houses. Thus, the perceptual discrimination
hypothesis claims that the encoding strategy—featural or
holistic—is determined by relative discriminability of the
object features. According to this approach, reducing the
discriminability of the house features should induce holis-
tic processing as evidenced by a greater part–whole dif-
ference. In Experiment 4, this prediction of the perceptual
discrimination hypothesis was tested.

EXPERIMENT 4

The learning and testing procedures used in Experi-
ment 4 were the same as the procedures used in Experi-
ment 3. The only difference between Experiments 3 and 4
was that the house features in Experiment 4 were modi-
fied to be more perceptually similar to each other. Ac-
cording to the perceptual discrimination hypothesis, de-
creasing the discriminability of the house features should
increase the amount of holistic processing in recognition.

Method
Subjects. Twenty-nine students from Oberlin College partici-

pated in the experiment. The subjects were tested individually and
received course credit for their participation.

Materials. The house features (big windows, small windows, and
doors) used in Experiment 3 were altered such that they were made
more perceptually similar to their foils. The face stimuli were com-
posed of the faces used in Experiment 3. Similar to Experiment 3,
two versions of each house and face stimulus were generated: one
version where the spatial separation between the small windows
was small and another version where the spatial separation between
the small windows was large.

Procedure. The learning and test procedures were identical to
the procedures used in Experiment 3.

Results and Discussion
The subjects recognized the correct face parts on 76%

of the trials and recognized the correct house parts on
79% of the trials. The difference between face and house
recognition was not reliable by a Wilcoxon test ( p > .10).

Thus, by decreasing the discriminability of the house fea-
tures, the overall recognition of the house features was
brought to about the same level as that of face features.

As shown in Table 3, configuration affected the recog-
nition of face features and house features differently. In
the face recognition condition, 69% of the facial features
were correctly identified when shown in isolation, 74%
were correctly identified when shown in a new configu-
ration, and 85% were correctly identified when shown in
the old configuration. Thus, as configural information im-
proved so did recognition [Friedman test, χ2(2) � 24.87,
p < .001; CI � ±4%]. Comparisons between the old-
configuration, new-configuration, and isolated-part test
conditions also showed that they were reliably different
from each other by a Wilcoxon test ( p < .05). Consistent
with the predictions of the holistic hypothesis, it was
found that changing the spatial position of eye features
in the new-configuration test condition reliably impaired
recognition of the nose and mouth features relative to
their recognition in the old-configuration test condition
[Wilcoxon test, T(25) � 3.175, p < .001].

In contrast to recognition of face features, the sub-
jects’ recognition of house features did not vary across
the configural test conditions. Recognition of house
parts was 78%, 79%, and 79% for the isolated-part, new-
configuration, and old-configuration test conditions, re-
spectively. Hence, for house features, configuration had
no effect on recognition [χ2(2) � 0.983, p > .10; CI =
±3%].

To summarize the main results of Experiment 4, it was
found that reducing the discriminability of the house fea-
tures failed to induce holistic processing. When recog-
nition of isolated parts of face and house features was
comparable, recognition of faces demonstrated holistic
processing, whereas recognition of houses did not. As
shown in Table 3, recognition of the isolated eyes (72%)
and mouth (75%) features was roughly equivalent to the
recognition of the isolated small-window (74%) and door
(78%) features of the house. Despite the comparable lev-
els of recognition in the isolated-part condition, there was
a striking difference between recognition of the face and
house features in the configural test conditions. Whereas

Table 3
Percent Correct Recognition for Face Features (Eyes, Nose, and Mouth) and

House Features (Big Window, Small Window, and Door) Shown in Isolation, in a
New Configuration, and in the Old Configuration for Experiment 3 and Experiment 4

Faces Houses

Features Features

Eyes Nose Mouth M Big Window Small Window Door M

Experiment 3

Isolated parts 66 70 75 70 92 75 84 83
New configuration 79 71 76 75 92 76 85 84
Old configuration 83 76 85 81 91 72 85 83

Experiment 4

Isolated parts 72 61 75 69 82 78 74 78
New configuration 75 70 78 74 81 81 74 79
Old configuration 87 78 88 85 81 81 76 79
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recognition of the eye and mouth features improved when
second-order relational information was preserved, rec-
ognition of the house features was not affected by the
presence (or absence) of second-order relational infor-
mation. These results suggest that, counter to the percep-
tual discrimination hypothesis, the perceptual saliency
of the object features does not determine the extent to
which an object is recognized holistically.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Holistic recognition has been defined as the difference
in recognition when a feature is tested in isolation versus
when tested in the context of the whole object (Tanaka &
Farah, 1993). The aim of these experiments was to test
the effects of configuration on holistic recognition. Face
configuration was manipulated by increasing or decreas-
ing the distance between the eyes, thereby preserving its
first-order, but not its second-order, relational proper-
ties. In Experiment 1, we found that facial features were
recognized better when presented in their original con-
figuration than when shown in a new configuration or in
isolation. In Experiment 2, we found evidence for con-
figural processing of upright faces, but not inverted
faces. Similarly, in Experiments 3 and 4, the subjects
were again sensitive to configural information in faces,
but they were not sensitive to configural changes in houses.
Thus, in four experiments, we found that configuration
affected the holistic recognition of features from normal
faces but had no effect on recognition of features from
inverted faces (Experiment 2) or houses (Experiments 3
and 4).

These experiments were based on the premise that, in
holistic recognition, information about the features of a
face and information about their configuration are en-
coded together in the face representation. It follows that
changes in one type of information (configuration) should
affect memory for the other type of information (feature).
Supportive of this prediction, we found that modifying
the spatial locations of one feature (i.e., eyes) impaired
recognition of other features (i.e., nose and mouth)—fea-
tures whose spatial locations were not directly changed.
This latter result implies that the spatial information of
a feature is not defined by its absolute position, but by its
position relative to other features in the representation.

The emphasis of these experiments has been on whole-
face representations. However, this is not to deny that face
representations contain a part structure. Clearly, in our
experiments, the subjects performed above chance when
recognizing face parts presented in isolation, indicating
that the individual face parts were encoded independent
of the other features and their configuration. In support
of this view, Reinitz and colleagues (Reinitz, Lammers,
& Cocharan, 1992; Reinitz, Morrissey, & Demb, 1994)
found that subjects will falsely identify a new face as
“old” if it is a face composite of features taken from pre-
viously learned faces. While our results and the Reinitz
findings indicate that faces and other objects, such as
houses, are represented as parts, only faces are repre-

sented as wholes (see Farah, 1992, for further discussion
of featural and holistic representation).

In contrast to the holistic view of configuration, it has
been alternatively suggested that distance between fea-
tures could be encoded not as a global configuration but
as a kind of local feature (Bruce, 1988; Rhodes et al.,
1993). For example, the distance between the eyes could
be encoded as a spatial value, independent from a de-
scription of the eyes themselves. However, this account
falls short of explaining the present results for several
reasons. First, if the subjects in our experiments encoded
the spatial distance between the eyes independent of the
information about the eye part itself, it is not clear why
recognition of the eye feature should be disrupted in the
new configuration. Second, a local coding scheme could
not account for the impaired recognition of nose and
mouth features—features whose spatial properties were
not directly manipulated in the new configuration. Of
course, it is possible that the combinations of spatial dis-
tances contained in the face could be independently de-
termined (e.g., the distance between the eyes and nose,
the distance between the eyes and mouth, etc.), but such
an encoding process would be very close to the type of
interactive encoding characteristic of holistic processing
(Carey, 1992; Sergent, 1984; Tanaka & Farah, 1993).

In some ways, our findings are similar to previous re-
ports of a face-superiority effect, in which the parts of a
face are better perceived if presented in the context of a
whole face than in the context of a scrambled face (e.g.,
Homa, Haver, & Schwartz, 1976; Mermelstein, Banks,
& Prinzmetal, 1979). However, there are important dis-
tinctions that separate the two phenomena. Whereas the
parts/whole paradigm evaluates the processes of face
memory, the face-superiority task measures the pro-
cesses of face perception under conditions of threshold
vision. Also, in face- and object-superiority effects, the
main finding is that the perception of a part in context is
as good as, but not better than, recognition of the isolated
part (Pomerantz, 1981). In contrast, we found that recog-
nition of parts in the whole face was better than recogni-
tion of isolated parts. Third, the superiority effect does
not appear to be specific to faces but is a more general
phenomenon involving the visual encoding of parts in
context, whether those objects are words (Reicher, 1969;
Wheeler, 1970), geometric forms (Enns & Gilani, 1988;
Weisstein & Harris, 1974), or chairs (Davidoff & Don-
nelly, 1990). In contrast, the holistic recognition of faces
was not found with the other types of stimuli.

In summary, the central goal of the present experi-
ments was to operationally define what is meant by con-
figural processing. While past studies have stressed the
importance of spatial relations in face processing (Gal-
ton, 1879; Haig, 1984; Hosie et al., 1988), few studies
have directly addressed the question of whether config-
uration is encoded independently of or combined with
featural information. The holistic approach maintains that
featural and configural information interact in the face
representation. Accordingly, the holistic position pre-
dicts that changes in one type of information should pro-
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duce concomitant changes in the other. Consistent with
this prediction, results from the present experiments show
that changes in a face’s configuration affect the recogni-
tion of its features.

An important question to consider is whether holistic
recognition is special to faces. These studies show that
stimulus complexity (Experiment 2), orientation (Exper-
iments 3 and 4), and discriminability (Experiment 4) are
not sufficient conditions in themselves to produce holis-
tic encoding. Holistic encoding is likely to emerge when
the to-be-recognized objects are highly similar in shape,
thereby preventing recognition on the basis of local fea-
tural information (Rhodes, 1988). Under these circum-
stances, it is plausible that recognition is mediated by com-
bining relatively small featural and configural differences
into a single holistic representation. Additionally, holis-
tic representations might be necessary when recognition
decisions must be made very quickly and at specific lev-
els of abstraction. While face recognition is the paradig-
matic case of this kind of recognition (Carey, 1992;
Tanaka & Gauthier, 1997), it is conceivable that holistic
representations might be involved in other types of ex-
pert recognition (Gauthier & Tarr, in press)—for instance,
in expert dog (Diamond & Carey, 1986) and bird (Tanaka
& Taylor, 1991) recognition. Examining the relation be-
tween holistic object representation, task demands, and
experience is a promising avenue for future research.
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NOTES

1. We will use the term feature to refer to those parts of an object or
a face that can be identified on the basis of its natural discontinuities
(Biederman, 1987; Hoffman & Richards, 1984).

2. Note that the opposite effect of featural change on configural en-
coding cannot be directly addressed given that a change in featural in-
formation produces a concurrent change in configuration.
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